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Blue Skies to Grey
Where is the moment we needed the most
You kick up the leaves and the magic is lost
They tell me your blue skies fade to gray
They tell me your passion’s gone away
And I don’t need no carryin’ on

     –Daniel Powter, “Bad Day”

Here in Sacramento, we sometimes have deep fogs that swallow whole chunks of landscape 
in a curtain of grey and makes the commute to work treacherous.  When I’m not slowly 

picking my way down the highway hoping I see the red brake lights before I smack into the 
car to whom they belong, I actually somewhat like those days.  There’s the swirl of fog in the 
streetlights, the mist rising from the ground, the crisp chill in the air, and the magic feeling that 
if you walked far enough into the grey, you might find yourself in a different world.  It’s a feeling 
that I’ve loved since I was a child and there were fogs on the school playground that could put 
you out of sight of the watchful teacher’s eyes.

But that’s the problem with fog, isn’t it?  You go deep enough into it, you fall away from 
watchful eyes.  Eventually, if you walk far enough, you do find yourself in a different world.  The 
lie they tell you as a kid is that the different worlds are all better than this one.  As an adult, I 
learned the hard way that the truth is deeply bitter.

The worst part, I suppose, is that this fog isn’t like that of a winter’s day in Sacramento.  
There’s no mist rising from the ground, no fog swirling in the street lights—maybe, if you’re 
lucky, you’ll catch it in a flash of the eyes, a crisp chill in the voice, before the disappearance.  You 
might, if you’re observant, see chunks of the interior landscape fading into the grey.  Don’t feel 
bad if you didn’t; most people aren’t that observant.



I’d planned to talk about this subject at some point as it’s been an interest (haw!) of mine 
for many years now, but it suddenly became relevant as I found myself once again deep inside 
the fog and I’m now trying very hard to work my way out of it and rejoin fandom.  So, in some 
ways, this issue of Rhyme is serving as my confessional.  I have no idea how this is going to be 
taken and, as those of you who follow me on Facebook have seen, I’m absolutely terrified of how 
this is going to be taken.

Anyway.  Here goes nothing…

Hi.  If for some reason, this is the first issue of my fanzine you’ve picked up, or if you’ve 
forgotten who I am since last August, I’m Katrina Templeton, but you can call me Kat.  

I answer to either.  I live in Sacramento, CA, which is almost but not quite the Bay Area.  My 
undergraduate degree is from the University of California Berkeley, and it was while I was there, 
in the fall of 1997, the fall of my sophomore year, that I was diagnosed with type two bipolar 
disorder.  The exact date is burned into my head—November 19th, two days shy of my 19th 
birthday.

If you’re like most people, you know bipolar disorder as manic-depression and didn’t know 
there were types.  It just makes it all the more entertaining to explain to people just what I mean 
when I say I’m bipolar.  They usually get the wrong idea.  Anyway, to make a long story short, 
type one is what most people think of when they’re confronted with the term manic-depressive.  
They get the manic episodes, and get the depressions, and cycle back and forth between the 
two.

I’m not sure if the type two folks are the luckier or the unluckier of the two major types.  
Type twos don’t get full blown mania and lose complete connection with reality.  They merely get 
hypomania, which is an elevated state in which everything just seems to be going your way.  Trust 
me when I say hitting one of those suckers is nice, because you can get so much work done, and 
good work at that.  If I could stay there forever, I’d never complain.

Ah, but just like poor Wile E. Coyote chasing the Roadrunner, there comes a point when he 
realizes that he’s ran himself over the edge of a precipice and into thin air.  Such realization comes 
in the throes of hypomania too, and the resulting crash is usually spectacular.  

Those downs are easy to predict.  The fog comes suddenly, usually from the debris of your 
own spectacular crack-up.  Were they all so easy and predictable, it would make my life a whole 
lot more stable.  Unfortunately, stability is about the last thing one gets when one descends into 
the fog…

The fog was creeping into the edges of my mind even then.  I refused to acknowledge 
it.  I was at a convention; I was with my friends.  But in the corners of my vision, there 

was the grey descending everywhere and the constant nagging belief that I didn’t really belong 
here.  The people around here—well, they were nice and all, but that’s just the way they were to 
everybody.  It wasn’t anything special to me; I was just this girl who happened to come to the 
convention and sorta hang around with the fanzine folks.  And really, they’d just prefer it if I just 
went away and never came back.

When did this happen, you may ask yourself?  This was last year’s Worldcon, in Reno.  
(And, to a slightly lesser extent, last year’s Corflu.)  I know not a damned word of it is true.  But 
that’s the trouble with the fog.  It tears you apart from humanity and destroys the connections 
which keep you anchored to reality.  It makes it so that you can believe the most awful lies about 



your friends.  And even more to the point, it makes it so you believe the most awful lies about 
yourself.

That is what is at the center of the fog.  It’s not some fantasy land of unicorns and gumdrops 
and ice cream where you discover that the real world was not your true home and that you’re 
actually a person of some wealth and power.  No, the center of the fog is a blighted wasteland of 
sulphur, brimstone, and despair.  The trouble with it, though, is since it is in your head, it tinges 
everything you see and hear with the same despair.

And in the center of the fog lies the Beast.

The Beast is a metaphorical construct, of course.  Others have used other names—demons, 
devils, spectres and such.  Winston Churchill famously referred to his as the ‘black dog’. 

They are all metaphorical constructs for what are hard to describe vagaries of brain chemistry 
and their effects.  Depression is all tricksy like that—a slippery bugger who defies all attempts at 
description.  We stumble, in darkness, for words to describe things that are indescribable, and 
perhaps should be left that way.  But when has that stopped lovers of words?

Over time, I’ve come to give my particular manifestation the name of the Beast.  It’s pretty 
much what it seems like—something dark that likes to suddenly grab and claw and mangle.   It 
breathes hotly in my ears, telling me that it knows what everybody around me is thinking about 
me and that it is never anything good or kind or complementary. 

And when the Beast has got me in its clutches, I don’t have the energy to keep fighting back.  
It’s hard to keep pointing to an objective reality when part of your brain is actively trying to 
impose a completely different and much bleaker version of the world on top of it.  The sort of 
world in which there is no comfort and there is no hope.  There is just me and misery, trapped in 
the fog and the howling winter winds, beyond help.

Isolation.  It’s a cold, sterile word describing a negative thing.  There’s a reason solitary 
confinement is considered an extreme form of punishment, and it is simply this.  Human beings 
are social creatures.  We live to communicate and we love to be heard.  To strip that from us, to 
deny us those bonds, is, quite possibly, torture. 

That’s the cruel thing about depression.  It manages to impose solitary confinement on 
somebody who seems to be out in the world.  Sure, you interact with people, so it’s not like 
being locked in a concrete cell twenty two hours a day, but it might as well be for all the pleasure 
one gets from the interaction.  Indeed, given the energy requirements needed to do even simple 
interactions, it can be actively painful.

That’s probably why the ability to write goes away too.  It’s another way of communicating, 
but it’s a way of communicating that takes a bunch of effort.  Finding the right word and laying 
it down precisely, brick by brick, is tough.  And when energy is hard to come by and interactions 
are painful, words become more difficult than they’re worth.

Isolation isn’t pretty, but it’s a low energy state.  It also allows me to continue to believe 
that I’m a miserable rotten no-good person that nobody in their right mind would want to be 
friends with.  As I said, I realize, in my lucid moments, that those are dirty rotten lies.  But when 
I’m deep in the fog—everything is twisted and distorted beyond recognition.  What should be 
obvious truth isn’t.

It’s scary, sometimes, just how tenuous one’s grasp on reality can be.



The Beast doesn’t do all the dirty work by itself.  Even on good days, when I’m mostly free 
of the grey constricting fog, the Beast has minions—worry and anxiety and doubt.  Any 

of the three can trip me up and send me back for another waltz with the Beast, and sometimes, 
all three of them get together to have a party at my expense.

Even now, as I’ve been typing this, there’s a deep churning fear in my gut as to how this is 
going to be received.  There’s a deep paralyzing fear that has grasped every word and made it 
difficult to write.  Who wants to hear about insanity, Kat?  Such a cheerful subject.  Particularly 
depression.  Isn’t that subject so… depressing?

Yes, actually.  That’s part of the trouble, isn’t it?  The subject is so darn ugly that it’s best 
avoided in polite company, maneuvered around with polite euphemisms and out and out lies.  
Nobody really wants to hear about how you were thinking that the world could really do without 
you.  So you just say “I’ve been ill” or “I’m not feeling well” and pray that there are no more 
questions.  And soon you exit, as you don’t have the energy to continue to pretend that you are 
doing better.  

Even when you are feeling well, there’s always that small niggling fear that you’re just not 
that good.  Here’s an example: I have a master’s degree from UC Berkeley.  This is no small 
feat.  Half the time, I am absolutely convinced that the only reason I got the degree is some sort 
of consolation prize—thanks for trying, have a piece of paper.  This is completely irrational.  
Berkeley doesn’t hand out master’s degrees as consolation prizes, particularly when, in my case, 
the master’s degree is the terminal degree.

This is what depression does to you.  It makes you feel worthless and that your contributions 
have no value.  It also leads one to concentrate highly on the criticisms one does get and much 
less on the compliments.  The compliments are obviously lying; the critics are just telling the 
harsh truth.

In my more lucid moments, I can see how messed up this thought train is, but when I’m 
depressed, it’s just the natural order of things.  When the world is pain, the painful things must 
be true.

And pain is devastating.

I’ve been lucky, I suppose.  My thoughts of thinking the world would be better without 
me lend to isolation, not the actual attempt to remove myself from the world.  I’ve never 

come closer than pondering leaps from high places when I was an undergraduate.  Most of my 
thoughts of suicide have been me berating myself for being a coward for not actually going ahead 
and doing it. If this is luck, it seems an odd sort, but there it is.

But even with the nuclear option removed from the table, so to speak, it still is all too easy 
and all too tempting to remove myself from the world in other ways.  As I’ve said before, I’m an 
introvert at the best of times.  Too much people contact is wearing and sometimes it’s difficult to 
read the difference between ‘okay, peopled out, time to recharge’ and ‘oh hai old friend depression 
beast’.  Even to somebody who’s been doing it for as long as I have, there’s tricky moments.  I’m 
constantly recalibrating and trying to read the situation—it’s a mental juggling act and it gets 
exhausting, and when I get exhausted, it gives the Beast and his minions more opportunity.

It doesn’t help, I suppose, that I’ve never really had a clear idea of how other people think.  I 
mean, I assume it’s like me, which is a dangerous assumption given how much I know that what 
I think is messed up beyond belief.  I do not know where I got the idea, though, that people 
present a false front to me and everything they tell me is lies and not how they really think.  (And 



on top of that, they’re incredible superhumans who never doubt themselves, but this is its own 
sort of effed up thinking.)  Rationally, I know this statement cannot be true.  Most people are not 
inclined to sadism; they do not lie for the sake of watching others writhe in pain.

Logic has no room in matters of the heart.
I’ve referred to it as the difference between knowing and feeling.  I know that people are 

generally kind.  I know that my friends are my friends and wouldn’t hurt me.  I know that 
overall, I have my faults, but I’m generally a good person whom people seem to like -- my good 
outweighs my bad.  I know all this stuff, and when I am sane, the knowing can mostly overweigh 
the feeling.  

But when I am not, the feeling gets to take over.  And I feel that I am a nothing.  I feel that 
nobody likes me.  I feel that people are out to get me and that they are always watching me and 
talking about me behind my back.  I also feel that they couldn’t give a damn about me, which is 
really an odd contradiction if you think too hard about it.  Of course, when one is lost in feeling, 
logic does not exist, or at least exists only in some crazy convoluted form that makes no sense in 
the outside world.

This is insanity.  This is my life.

Why am I saying all this?  Some of it is that I’ve wanted to get something like this out 
for a long time.  Some of it is that I’m tired of saying “I’m ill” and hoping like hell I 

don’t have to explain what I mean by that.  Some of it is that I want people to understand why 
depression is devastating.  Sure, for many people, it might not be as bad as I have it, but it’s a 
tough road to follow.

I’m slowly doing better.  At the beginning of 2010, I finally had a psychiatrist I cared about 
figure out that I was prone to the typical bipolar rationalization of stopping my pills once I felt 
better.  He read me the riot act and I haven’t stopped taking them since.  They’ve had to be 
adjusted since then—we’ve had to play around with various medications and see if they’d help to 
drag me out of the depressive funk, but I’m slowly getting there.

I’m seeing a therapist and trying to do my best to work my way through the knots in my 
head.  I don’t know what messed me up and in some ways it really doesn’t matter—the past is 
past.  All I’ve got is what I’ve got now, and the slow drift into the future at a second per second 
just as everybody else does.

There’s hope.  I might never be rid of the Beast, but maybe someday it’ll be a little dog 
yipping at me at the center of the fog instead of a dragon that will eat me.  (Or, perhaps, I’ll be 
armed this time…)  It’s going to take a lot of hard work and probably a few more up and down 
cycles, each one maybe just a little milder and a little easier to ride.

But—it doesn’t hurt to check on me occasionally.  The reminder that I do have friends 
sometimes gets around the Beast.

***
This being a ½ issue of Rhyme, it’s a bit more personal.  Being as such, I’m holding letters 

of comment from issue #1 until issue #2, which I may actually turn around in a month or so.  
#3 will probably be the (long delayed) Hugo issue, which I will hopefully release synonymous 
with Worldcon.  After that?  I don’t know.  It’s all up in the air.

I’m letting this go now, with a bit of trepidation.  I can only hope it is received well.




